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MARNIKG. DEKIMPE,PHILIPM. PARKER,and MIKLOSSARVARY*
The authorsproposea new methodologycalledthe "coupled-hazard
approach"to study the global diffusionof technologicalinnovations.
diffusionpatterns,the method
Beyonditsabilityto describediscontinuous
explicitlyrecognizesthe conceptualdifferencebetweenthe timingof a
of the new technology(the so-calledimplementacountry'sintroduction
tionstage;Rogers1983)andthe timingof the innovation's
fulladoptionin
the country(theconfirmation
the method,the authors
stage).Toillustrate
switches
apply it to the global diffusionof digitaltelecommunications
across morethan160 countries.
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As the globalization of marketsincreases, managerialinterest in understandingadoptionprocesses across countries
has led to calls for more academic researchon international
diffusion (see, e.g., Douglas and Craig 1992).Although several studies have begun to answer this call, attention has
mainly focused on a comparisonof within-countrydiffusion
patternsof consumerdurablesacross a limited numberof industrialized countries.1 This article is the first to consider
the global diffusion of a particulartype of innovations,
namely,those relying extensively on technologicaladvancements (computers, software, telecommunications innovations, and the like).
Several factors make the study of global technology diffusion particularlyinterestingas well as challenging. In par-

ticular, we focus on three key issues: (1) the two-stage nature of the global diffusion process, (2) the potentialirregularityof the resultingdiffusion patterndue to the presenceof
network externalities and/or central decision makers, and
(3) the role of the installed base of older generationtechnologies that the innovationreplaces.
First, we arguethat global adoptioncomprises two stages
(as defined by Rogers 1983), which are conceptuallydifferent (butrelated)measuresof innovativenessacrosscountries:
*thetimebetweenan innovation'sfirstavailabilityin the world
andits firstappearance
in a country,thatis, theimplementation
stage,and
*thetimebetweenthe innovation'sinitialtrialin a countryand
its full adoptionor substitution,
thatis, theconfirmation
stage.
From a managerialperspective, both aspects may influence productionand/or marketingplanning decisions. For
example, the likely adoptionor trialdate for some countries
may lie well beyond the firm's typical planning horizon.
Similarly,when the initial adoptiondecision has been made,
managersbecome interestedin the subsequentspeed of diffusion of the new technology in that country, that is, how
long it will take the country to replace the old technology
fully. Although the implementationand confirmationstages
address separate managerial problems and represent two
conceptually different diffusion processes (potentially involving different decision makers and word-of-mouth
processes), they should not be studied independently.
Indeed, these two processes are closely interlinkedand may
influence one another.For example, countriestrying the innovation later may reach full confirmation sooner if they
can benefit from previous adopters' experiences with the
technology.
Second, althoughall global productsdiffuse in the manner theorizedpreviously, technological innovationssuch as
computers or telecommunications products tend to have
unique characteristicsas compared with other industrialor

IGatignon,Eliashberg, and Robertson(1989) and Mahajanand Muller
(1994), for example, compare Bass's (1969) diffusion parametersfor several household appliances across a set of Europeancountries.Takadaand
Jain (1991) compare these diffusion parametersfor four Pacific Rim countries, and Helsen, Jedidi, and DeSarbo(1993) assess similaritiesin the diffusion of three consumer durablesacross 12 industrializedcountries. In a
recent article involving 10 Europeancountries and four durableproducts,
Putsis and colleagues (1997) provide an innovative model of diffusion
across countries, describing the mixing behavior of heterogeneous
populations.
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Table 1

AN EXAMPLE
ADOPTION
TIMINGOF THENEWTECHNOLOGY:
Country

CI
C2
C3
C4

ti

t2

t3

t4

0
10
100
0

100
20
100
0

100
40
100
10

100
80
100
20

Notes: Figures indicatethe percentageof the old technology replacedby
the new one. A nonzero numberindicates trial (implementation),whereas
full adoption (confirmation)is reflected by 100%.

consumer goods. In particular,they often exhibit "network
externalities"(Katz and Shapiro 1985), in which consumers
benefit from other consumers'use of a productbased on the
same technology. The existence of networkexternalitiesrequires increased coordination of consumer adoptions because, the technology's value depends on the total size of
the adopterpopulation.Networkexternalitiesoften result in
the imposition of a standardor of special regulations on
users (Economides 1996). As a result, the diffusion path of
the new technology may occur in blocks or packets, which
makes the diffusion process discontinuous.The need for increased consumer coordinationand the setting of standards
or regulations also means that, beyond individual consumers' adoptiondecisions, the diffusion process of technological innovationsis typically influencedto some extent by
centraldecision makers,especially in the early stages of the
diffusion process.2For telecommunicationsinnovations,for
example, the local PTT (posts, telegraphs,and telephones)
or the government (in Europeancountries) or the Federal
CommunicationsCommission (in the United States) acts as
a key decision maker in setting standardsand regulations,
which in turn influence the product'sdiffusion path, especially in the implementationstage. As such, heterogeneity
across countries in the role, influence, and power of these
central agencies might result in vastly different diffusion
patterns. In some countries, especially small ones, for example, the central decision-makingunit might decide to replace the old technology fully with a new one at the trial
stage, which would make the implementationand confirmation stages indistinguishable.
We illustrate this problem in Table 1, which gives four
diffusion scenarios. For countryC1, the implementationand
confirmation stages cannot be distinguished. In the case of
digital communicationswitches, for example, Gabon, Gambia, and Jamaica implemented digital technology ubiquitously within their first year of adoption.This type of adoption behavior (100% penetration in the first year) runs
counter to the notion that adoption patternsin every social
system follow an S-shaped penetration curve. Whereas
some countries reach full penetration at the moment of
adoption, others exhibit a diffusion patternthat resembles
the familiar S-shaped adoption pattern(e.g., country C2 in
Table I). In the same workingexample, this was the case for
countries such as France,Finland,Hong Kong, and the Dominican Republic, which maintained a mixture of digital
and analogue telecommunications networks for several
years after their initial trialsof the newer digital technology.
It should be noted that both forms of within-countrydiffu2Wethankone of the reviewers for drawingour attentionto this issue.

sion (i.e., instantaneousversus gradualsubstitution)can occur for both innovative (early-trial) and laggard (lateadopter)countries,as is illustratedby countriesC3and C4 in
Table 1. Again in the digitizationexample, Gabonand Gambia went to immediatefull substitutionin 1987, whereasthe
Maldives did so in 1991. As for the gradual substitution,
France startedthe process in 1981, whereas Israel initiated
the process only eight years later.As such, a global diffusion
model for technological innovations must simultaneously
accommodateand explain a wide varietyof (continuousand
discontinuous)within-countrydiffusion patternsand should
capture variationsin both the startingtime of the diffusion
process and the subsequentdiffusion path.
New technological innovations often complement or
modify existing ones that themselves have already undergone, or are still undergoing,a diffusion process. Examples
include the substitutionof analogue telephoneswitches with
digital ones and the evolution of computer standardsover
time. As Norton and Bass (1987, 1992) illustrate,both diffusion processes are interlinked, raising the questions (1)
whetherthe old technology will be fully replacedby a newer
generationand (2) how the size of the old technology's installed base will affect the speed of diffusion of the new generation. We explicitly consider the substitution issue and
measurethe impactof the old technology's installedbase on
both stages in the internationaldiffusion process.
We develop a coupled-hazardmodel, which can incorporate all aspects of the global diffusion process of technological innovations we have mentioned. In particular,in addition to being flexible enough to test various research
hypotheses, the proposed approachcan distinguish clearly
between the differentstages of the global diffusion process
and quantifythe link between them. Furthermore,it can accommodate irregular diffusion patterns by allowing full
adoption in the first year for some countries and gradual
adoption in others. Finally, it enables us to estimate the impact of the old technology's installed base on the diffusion
process of the new technology. In the next step, we illustrate
the method using data on the timing of digital telecommunications network implementation(first digital system installation) and full substitution (replacement of all analogue
systems by digital systems in a given country) across the
global marketplace.We consider more than 160 countries
located across all continents:51 in Africa, 38 in Asia, 37 in
the Americas, 27 in Europe,and 9 in Oceania.3In this context, we generate substantive insights with respect to four
general factors of theoretical interest for global diffusion:
(1) economic, (2) social/demographic, (3) installed base,
and (4) internationalexperience factors. In doing so, we
identify characteristicsthatenable researchersand managers
to distinguish between countriesalong Rogers's (1983) "innovator-laggard"continuum,and we quantifythe differential impact of these characteristicson the subsequentspeed
of diffusion after initial trial.
We first present a theoretical frameworkand related research hypotheses. Next, we present the coupled-hazard
3Countriesare defined broadly,in that they also include territories,protectorates,colonies, and United Nations membersthat are, however, often
representedas sovereign states in internationalagencies (e.g., the World
Health Organization or the International Olympic Committee). These
smaller states are generally autonomous,have disputedsovereignty,or are
distant from the parentcountry (e.g., PuertoRico).
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modeling approach.Throughoutthe model presentation,we
refer to the digitization of telecommunicationsservices as a
working illustration.After the model discussion, we turnto
the empirical findings. We conclude with caveats and suggestions for furtherresearch.
THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
Using hundredsof studies in variousdisciplines (e.g., sociology, education,marketing,economics) as a basis, Rogers
(1983, p. 10) defines diffusion as the adoptionof an innovation "overtime amongthe membersof a social system."Each
individualin the social system is thoughtto go throughfour
stages of adoption:awareness,interest/intention,implementation, and confirmation.We seek to extend diffusion theories to explain the implementationand confirmationstages,
duringwhich diffusion takes place across the differentcountries of the world, that is, when the communityof nationsis
the social system of interest. The awareness and interest
stages are difficult to measuredirectly and may become increasingly invariantacross countries because of the emergence of the informationage. In other words, all countries
and governmentscan be assumedto know of a given innovation shortly after its discovery or invention. In the telecommunicationsindustry,for example, all countriesaremembers
of the InternationalTelecommunicationsUnion, which regularly reportsthe existence of innovationsto governments.
The ImplementationStage
In contrastto previouslypublishedstudies that focus on a
comparisonof within-countrydiffusion parametersbased on
Bass's (1969) model, we first want to understandthe forces
driving the startof a country'sdiffusion process,which logically precedesany subsequentcomparisonof penetrationlevels. The greatvariabilityin the trialtime of digitalcommunication systems, for example, is illustratedin Figure 1. The
figure shows both the actualnumberof countriesintroducing
digital technology in a given year and the numberof adopters
predictedby Easingwood,Mahajan,and Muller's(1983) aggregatediffusionmodel. The figuredisplaysthe familiarbellshapeddiffusionpattern.Althoughit gives a parsimoniousdescriptionof how fast the innovationwill be acceptedacrossthe
world, it does not help managementunderstandwhy certain
countriesadoptsooner thanothers.Indeed,the aggregatediffusion model used to make the forecasts ignoresdifferences
amongcountriesandcannotexplain why in a given year some
countrieshave a higherprobabilityof adoptingthanothers.
Micro-level models relax this homogeneity assumption
and allow a heterogeneous probability of adoption across
potential adopters (Chatterjeeand Eliashberg 1990; Sinha
and Chandrashekaran1992). Moreover, because the unit of
analysis is at the individuallevel, variouscausal factorsthat
may affect the individual adoption decision can then be included directly into the model and formally tested. In our
context, the individual-levelhazardmodel we use will help
classify countries along Rogers's innovator-laggardspectrum and answer the question, Does the profile of an innovative country differ from that of a laggard country,and if
so, what are the distinguishingfeatures?
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decision-making unit seeks additionalinformationor experiences the relative performanceof the new technology, after which it may decide to accelerate, discontinue, or even
reverse the diffusion process. As discussed previously, this
second stage can also be characterized by a substantial
amount of variability across countries. Beyond explaining
the trial phase of the diffusion process, the coupled-hazard
model simultaneouslyenables us to understandwhat forces
affect the rate at which differentcountriesreach full confirmation, as reflectedin full substitutionof the old technology
by the new one.

The ConfirmationStage

Diffusion Patterns
For most innovations,the adoptionprocess of each country starts with the implementationstage, which is followed
by the confirmationstage, and each stage takes up a finite
amount of time. However, for technological innovations,as
a result of network externalitiesand/or the involvement of
central decision makers, within-countrydiffusion might be
instantaneous,and as such, the confirmationstage of certain
countries may have zero duration.4Thus, we can observe
two broadadoptionpatterns.In one, a countryfirst tries the
innovation partiallyand reaches full adoption gradually.In
the other, the country reaches full adoption immediately at
the time of trial.
To describe the underlyingdynamics of the resultingdiffusion patterns,it is importantto realize that, at any given
time, each countrywill be in one of the following three (exhaustive and mutuallyexclusive) states (see Figure 2): State
[0,0], in which each country startsand in which it stays as
long as it has reached neither trial nor full confirmation;
State [1,0], when a country has partiallyadopted the innovation (i.e., when the confirmationstage is still incomplete);
and State [1,1], when the innovation has fully replaced the
old technology. Diffusion occurs when countriesmove from
one state to another,and these movements between the different states are described throughthree transitionrates: r,
(from [0,0] to [1,0]), r2 (from [0,0] to [1,1]), and r3(from
[1,0] to [1,1]). Each of these rates reflects a conceptually
different process and may be driven by differentconsiderations. For example, the size of the installed base of the old
technology may be an importantconsiderationin the decision to replace the old technology fully, therebyaffecting r2
and r3,but could be less of a factorin the decision to try the
new technology on a limited scale (ri). Alternatively,for a
country in State [1,0], its own experience with the new technology may be an importantdeterminantfor the speed with
which it will achieve full substitution(r3), whereas a country in State [0,0] can only rely on other countries' experiences for its decision whether and when to move to State
or [1,1] (r2).
[1,0]
We(ri)
therefore frame the different researchhypotheses in
terms of the threetransitionratesin Figure 2. For the implementation stage, we are interested in the arrows leaving
State [0,0], whereasfor the confirmationstage, we focus on
the arrows entering State [1,1], which explains the conceptual linkage between the two diffusion stages (the implementation and confirmationstages) and the three transition
rates in Figure 2. As discussed in more detail subsequently,

As indicatedby Rogers (1983), the decision to try a new
technology is not necessarily the terminalstage in the innovation decision process. During the confirmationstage, the

4The temporalaggregationof the observed penetrationlevel may be another factor contributingto an instantaneousconfirmationstage (i.e., the
diffusion process within the first intervalis not observed).
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the overall trial or implementationrate is then given by the
sum of rl and r2,whereas the confirmationrate is allowed to
exhibit state dependence, in thatthe rate at which State [1,1]
is entered can vary depending on the state currentlyoccupied by the country,that is, State [0,0] or State [1,0].
ResearchHypotheses
Given our conceptualization,our goal is to gain insights
into how country characteristicsaffect the three transitions
described previously: (1) reaching partial adoption, (2)

reaching immediate full substitution,and (3) reaching full
substitutionafter partialtrial. To do so, we extend diffusion
theory to the global theaterby considering four theoretical
factors:(1) economic, (2) social/demographic,(3) installedbase, and (4) internationalexperience factors. Although
many of our hypotheses are applicable to innovations in
general, some consider special characteristicsof technological innovations,as is highlightedin the introduction.
Our first hypothesis is relatedto a country'swealth and is
derived directly from the diffusion literature.Rogers (1983)
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notes that innovatorstend to have higher income (i.e., they
can afford greater economic sacrifice to adopt the innovation). Translatingthis idea to an internationalcontext, several authorshave arguedthata society's adoptiontiming and
subsequentdiffusion rateare relatedto its standardof living
and stage of economic development (Antonelli 1993;
Gatignon and Robertson 1985; Helsen, Jedidi, and DeSarbo
1993). Indeed, wealth can enable a country to take higher
risks (especially financial) to (partially or fully) adopt a
technology. However, because the risks involved in trying
the new technology on a limited scale are smallerthan those
involved in a full-substitutiondecision, we hypothesize a
smallereffect on r, thanon the othertwo transitionrates.We
thereforehypothesize the following:
HIa:Thethreetransitionratesarepositivelyaffectedby a country'swealth.
on r2
Hlb:Theimpactof a country'swealthis morepronounced
andr3thanon ri.
Our second hypothesis is relatedto the heterogeneityof a
country's social system. Diffusion theory predictsthat innovations diffuse more slowly in heterogeneoussocial systems
(Gatignonand Robertson 1985). In the presenceof a central
decision-making unit, this effect still holds, as the decisionmaking unit may experience some difficulties in forcing all
social system members to adopt the innovation.Therefore,
industrywideconsensus and coordinationremain important
in promoting the confirmation stage. We therefore expect
that countries with heterogeneous social systems, where
consensus and coordinationare harderto obtain,will tend to
reach full confirmationlater,and we hypothesizea negative
impact of social system heterogeneityon r2 and r3. In addition, although the implementationor trial stage depends
more on the autonomous decision of the central decision
maker (instead of the coordinationof social system members), the social system might still be able to exert pressure
on the centraldecision-makingunit. Again, such pressureis

Figure2
A MODELOF GLOBALDIFFUSIONAS A REDUCEDCOUPLED
SYSTEM

more likely to be effective in the presence of coordination
and consensus between social system members.Thus, social
system heterogeneity may negatively influence country
adoption timing too, which would translateinto a negative
impact on r, and r2. In their study on the diffusion of cellular telephone systems, Dekimpe, Parker,and Sarvary(2000)
find supportfor the latter hypothesis: Social heterogeneity
tends to delay the implementationstage. Given that the role
of social system membersis more pronouncedin the confirmation stage, we hypothesizethat social system heterogeneity has a strongereffect on r2 and r3 thanon r1.In summary,
we formally test the following hypotheses:
ratesarenegativelyrelatedto the hetH2a:The threetransition

erogeneityof thecountry'ssocialsystem.
is largeron r2and
H2b:Theeffectof socialsystemheterogeneity
r3thanon ri.
Our thirdhypothesis is relatedto the installed base of the
old technology. Different factors are to be considered, such
as the cost associated with the replacementof the old technology and network externalities.As the cost of replacing
the old technology increases with the size of its installed
base (Antonelli 1993), we hypothesize that full adoption
(confirmation)of the new technology takes longer for countries with a large installedbase of the old technology, which
results in a negative impacton r2and r3.Anotherfactor,network externalities,may influence both stages of the adoption process. The economics literatureon networkexternalities (e.g., Katz and Shapiro 1985, 1986, 1992; Shy 1996)
argues that technologies with large installed bases tend to
persist (become standards)even if better alternatives become available(a classic example being the QWERTYkeyboard). The reason is that the incentives for a person to
switch are smaller if the majority of other consumers are
still using the old technology, and as a result the benefits of
the new technology are significantly reduced. In other
words, the (full) conversion of a larger installed base requires more coordinationeffort from the adopterpopulation
(or the centraldecision makerinvolved).As such, we expect
this "technologicalinertia"to affect all threetransitionrates
negatively.5However, because we expect the cost argument
to be much more prevalentin the full-substitutiondecision,
we hypothesize the effect of installed base to be strongeron
r2 and r3than on rl.
ratesarenegativelyrelatedto the size
H3a: The threetransition
of theold technology'sinstalledbase.
H3b:Theinstalledbase'seffectis strongeron r2andr3thanon ri.

State [0,0]

State [1,0]

r

>

State [1,1]

Notes: Digits in square brackets representthe completion (I) or noncompletion (0) of the implementationand confirmation stages, respectively. For example, [ 1,0] means thatthe implementationphase is complete
but the confirmationphase is incomplete.

Our first three hypotheses consider exogenous factors
specific to the country.Our next hypothesisconsiders a factor that is endogenousand relatesto the worldwidediffusion
process. It describes the effect of the cumulative international experience with the technology on a single country's
diffusion process. Cumulative adoption by other countries
may affect a single country in many ways. It representsa
large networkfor the new technology, and to the extent that
network externalities operate across consumers located in
5Althoughwe provide a rationalebased on networkexternalitiesfor the
negative effect of a large installed base on the speed of diffusion, our hypotheses are also in line with the findings of previousempiricalresearchon
the diffusion of new productsubstitutes(see, e.g., Norton and Bass 1987,
1992).
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differentcountries(as is the case for telecommunicationsinnovations, for example), the size of the internationalnetwork helps the adoption process within a country (Arthur
1996).6 It also provides increased incentives for a country
thathas not yet adoptedthe innovationto do so. Beyond network externalities, adoption by other countries also represents increasedexperience from which an individual country can benefit. For lateradopters,the uncertaintyassociated
with the new technology's relative advantageis significantly
reduced. Furthermore,as the total number of worldwide
adopters increases, better managementmethods and equipment may be available to allow for a smooth and less risky
transition to the new technology. As such, we expect that
later adopters can free ride on the experience of earlier
adopterswith the new technology. Finally,traditionalwordof-mouth processes and peer pressure by other adopting
members may also operate across countries (Mahajanand
Muller 1994; Putsis et al. 1997), and this again promotes
both stages of the diffusion process in a single country.
Because we expect the cumulative internationalexperience
to increase over time, these effects also mean that countries
adopting the innovation later will experience faster withincountry diffusion. In their study on the diffusion of consumer durables in the Pacific Rim, Takadaand Jain (1991)
find that lagged adoptionleads to an acceleratedsubsequent
diffusion, a finding confirmed for other countriesand product categories by Ganesh and Kumar (1996) and Ganesh,
Kumar,and Subramaniam(1997). Formally,
ratesare positivelyrelatedto the cuH4a:The threetransition
mulativeinternational
experiencewiththetechnology.

H4b:Thetrialtimeof a countryhasa positiveeffecton r3.

Our next hypothesis is related to the effect of a country's
own experience with the innovation, for which the total
numberof adopterswithin the country is a naturalmeasure.
As indicated before, this hypothesis only applies to countries that have reachedState [1,0] and thereforeonly affects
rate r3.

Hs:Transitionrater3is positivelyaffectedby thecountry'sown
experiencewiththetechnology.

EMPIRICALMODELDEVELOPMENT
This section develops a formal statisticalmodel to test the
hypotheses outlined previously. We model time until trial
and time until confirmationthroughtwo interdependentfailure-timeprocesses, each of which has two states, 0 (reflecting, respectively, that no trial has been initiated or that no
confirmation has been reached yet) and I (when trial has
been initiated for the trial process or when full substitution
has been reached for the confirmationprocess).
The joint evolution of both processes is modeled through
the coupled approach described by Petersen (1995) and
Tuma and Hannan (1984, Chapter 4). Conceptually,a bivariatesystem of dichotomousstates results in four possible
coupled states: [0,0] reflects the state countriesare in when
61nthe context of digital telecommunicationnetworks,the new technology allows for higherquality communicationsand the introductionof new
services. In telephony, for example, a digital network substantially increases the quality of many Internetservices. As the pool of countrieswith
high-qualitynetworksgrows, the remainingcountries(or regions in a country) benefit more fromjoining the network.

Figure3
THEGENERALCOUPLEDSYSTEMWITHFOURSTATES

State1 = [0,0]

....

State4 = [0,1]

r2
r,

State2 [I,0]

State3= [1,1]

Note: Digits in squarebracketsrepresentthe completion (1) or noncompletion (0) of the implementationandconfirmationstages, respectively.For
example, [I,0] means that the implementationphase is complete but the
confirmationphase is incomplete.

they have not yet initiatedtrial or reached full substitution,
[1,0] reflects trial without confirmation, [0,1] reflects full
confirmationwithout trial,7and [1,1] reflects the attainment
of both trial and confirmation.The dynamics within the system are fully described by the instantaneoustransition or
hazardrates between the differentstates, as is illustratedby
the different arrowsin Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 3, the numberof rates in the general
case equals 12 (i.e., J (J - 1), where J is the numberof coupled states); however, the estimation of this number may
prove problematicin a global diffusion context, as the sample size for each individual process will be determinedby
the numberof countries(< 200) on which data are available.
Fortunately, not all states can be obtained from certain
states, which results in the restrictionof multiple transition
rates to zero (Blossfeld and Hamerle 1989). These restricted
transitionrates are representedby dashed arrows in Figure
3. For example, confirmationcannot be reachedbefore trial,
which resultsin a restrictionon the transitionratefrom State
I to State 4. Moreover, we never observe a discontinuance
of the diffusion process (i.e., the rejectionof the innovation
by a countryafter it has triedthe technology), which implies
that all rates entering State I can be set to zero (Petersen
1995). Because of these intricaciesof the considered global
diffusion process, Figure 3 reduces to Figure 2, in which
only the three instantaneoustransitionrates discussed previously remainto be estimated.These rates are representedby
full arrowsin Figure 3 and denoted (as previously) by rl, r2,
and r3.One of these transitionrates,r2,models explicitly the
possibility that some countries replace their entire installed
base of the old technology at once and therefore obtain a
100% penetrationin their first adoptionperiod.
Upon the new technology's arrival (i.e., at time to), all
countries occupy State 1, that is, the [0,0] state. Depend7This state can never materialize.We elaboratesubsequentlyon the simplifications arising from conceptually impossible states and/or transitions.
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ing on the observed transitions during the observation
window [to, tend], four scenarios can be distinguished,
which will result in different contributions to the likelihood function.

- r,(r)drexp[-r2(t)dl
(4) Lc= r,(t*)exp

Scenario A
No trial or full confirmation is obtained, which implies
that the country is still in State [0,0] at the end of the observation period. As shown in Vilcassim and Jain (1991) and
Petersen (1995), this scenario results in the following contributionto the likelihood function:

tend
(I)

LA

-I

expI

tend

r(T)dt

exp

to

=

exp -

1

r2(t)dt

-

The first two termsin Equation4 are conceptuallysimilarto
those in Equation3. The final term,however, ensuresthat in
the interval [t*, tend] no transitionfrom State [1,0] to State
[1,1] is observed.
Finally, the case can be considered in which the trial
phase is startedat time t*, whereasthe confirmationstage is
obtained only some time later (i.e., at t**< tend). The corresponding likelihood contributionbecomes

tend
[r(t) + r2(t)ldt .
to

P(t < TtriaI< t + At,J = j

r3()dr

Scenario D

to

The first term in this expression indicates that no transition
has occurredfrom State [0,0] to State [1,0], whereasthe second term precludes an observed transitionfrom State [0,0]
to State [1,1]. ri + r2 gives the overall exit rate from State
[0,0], that is, the overall trial rate, where rl and r2 are defined as type-specific hazard (exit) rates (Kalbfleish and
Prentice 1980):
(2) ri =

tend
-J

exp

Ttrial> t)

limAt__O

j= 1,2,
which are defined conditional on neither event's (exit to
[1,0] or exit to [1,1]) happeningbefore t.
Scenario B
At time t* (< tend),a transitionto State [1,1] is observed,
which implies that a country has reached an instantaneous
full confirmationduring the observationperiod. Under this
scenario, the following contributionto the likelihood function is obtained:

(5) LD Ir(t*)
exp-J r,(t)dt exp r2(t)dt
- to
to
exp
r3(t**)
-[t*

.
r3(t)dt

Compared with Equation 4, only the last term differs and
now indicatesthe transitionfrom State [1,0] to State [1,1] at
time t**. It should be noted that r3(.) is defined (i.e., is
nonzero) from the arrivalin State [1,0] onward, which implies that the durationdependence in r3(.) capturesthe time
since a given country'strial,as opposed to the time since the
innovation became available (Tumaand Hannan 1984).
The different scenarios can be combined easily into an
overall log-likelihood expression for all N countries by
defining four mutuallyexclusive indicatorvariablesdj,i:
(6)

LL =

dAi
i=l

n(LA,i)

+

dB, In(LB,i)

+dc,i In(Lc,i) + dD,i In(LDi),

(3) L = r2(t*)exr2(t)dt
exp- r()dt.
to

to0

The first termindicatesthatat time t*a transitionis observed
from State [0,0] to State [1,1] (see Kalbfleish and Prentice
1980; Petersen 1995; Vilcassim and Jain 1991). The second
term, by contrast, ensures that in this same time span no
transitionwas observed from State [0,0] to State [1,0].

where di =
if country i falls under scenario J (J =
A,B,C,D), and zero otherwise.
To test the relevantresearchhypotheses,a formalrelation
still needs to be specified between the transitionrates and
the covariates of interest:
(7a)

ri,l(t)= r0,1(t)exp[PIXil(t)],

(7b)

ri,2(t)= r0,2(t)exp[P32Xi,2(t)],

Scenario C

and

At time t*, trial is initiated,but duringthe observationperiod, no full substitutionis obtained. Using a similar logic,
it is easy to show that the correspondinglikelihood contribution can be writtenas

(7c)

ri,3(t)= ro,3(t)exp[33Xi,3(t)],

where the Xij(t) reflects the values (for country i) of the explanatoryvariablesthatinfluencetransitionratej (j = 1i..., 3),
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Pj is the parametervector to be estimated,and roj(t)reflects
the baseline hazards in the respective transitionrates. Two
specifications will be implemented,the exponentialbaseline
model as used by Hannan and McDowell (1984) and the
Weibull specification used by Chandrashekaranand Sinha
(1995). Finally,to describe the time pathof the time-varying
covariates, we adopt the common simplifying assumption
that they remainconstant within a time interval(in our case,
a year) but are allowed to change across intervals. Under
this assumption, the expressions in Equations 1-5 can be
substantiallysimplified (for a similarassumptionand correspondingderivations,see Dekimpe et al. 1998; Gupta 1991;
Vanhueleet al. 1995). For example, in case of an exponential baseline, Equation I becomes
(8)

LA = {exp[-r0,#1B(tend)]{exp[-r0,2B2(tend)]

,

where
(9a)

B(t) = Iexp[3iXi(j)],
j=I

(9b)

B2(t)

=

exp[32X2(j)],

and r0,1(r0,2)
gives the (constant)baseline hazard.In case of
a Weibullbaseline, the expl{.} terms in Equations9a and 9b
are augmented with [y, ln(j)].8 Similar expressions can be
derived for Equations3-5 and are availablefrom the authors
on request.
Following Lillard (1993, p. 189) and Petersen (1995, p.
321), the interdependencebetween two hazard processes
can be specified as a rate dependence (in which the hazard
rate of one process depends on the rateof the other)9or as a
state dependence (in which the hazard of one process depends on the state of the other process). The coupled framework described previously is situatedwithin the second research tradition,10 in that the rate with which full
substitutionis obtained (the confirmationprocess) depends
on the state of the implementationprocess. As such, three
sets of parameters(r1, r2, and r3) are estimated to describe
the two stages of the adoption process. None of these three
transitionrates can be individually identified with either of
the two stages (implementationand confirmation);rather,it
is the combinationof all three rates that providesa full picture of the two interlinkedstages. Apart from this state dependence, the model also allows for a so-called (lagged) duration dependence (see Flinn and Heckman 1982), as the
time of arrivalinto State [1,0] will be enteredas a covariate
to explain variationsin r3. In otherwords, the length of time
the implementationprocess stays in State [0,0] may determine the exit rate of the confirmationprocess out of State
[1,0].
Parameterestimates are obtained through full-information maximum likelihood estimation, that is, by optimizing
the joint likelihood function in Equation 6. However, this
expression is separable,and by appropriatelyredefiningthe
XToensure the nonnegativityof ro,i,it is operationalizedas exp(y(o,).
9See, for example, Lillard (1993) or Lillardand Waite(1993).
'"See, for example, Courgeauand Lelikvre(1992), Montgomery(1992),
Petersen(1995), or Tuma and Hannan(1984, Chapters4 and 16) for other
applications.

censoring dummies, the three transition rates can be estimated separately through standardhazard-rateprocedures
(for a more detailed discussion, see Petersen 1995): r, when
treatingthe observationsin Scenarios C and D as completed
and those in Scenarios A and B as censored, r2 when treating the observationsin Scenario B as completedand all others (i.e., A, C, and D) as censored, and r3 by considering
only the observationsin Scenarios C and D and treatingthe
former as censored and the latter as completed. Therefore,
althoughthe proposedcoupled approachexplicitly takes the
interdependencebetween the implementationand confirmation stages into account,standardestimationprocedurescan
still be applied. Both estimation procedures are implemented (thejoint estimationof Equation6 and the threeseparate estimations) as a validity check against local optima.
In addition, different starting values are used in each instance to assess whetherconvergence to the same estimates
is obtained.
It should be emphasized that this separability property
does not imply that the implementationand confirmation
stages are modeled as two independentprocesses. Rather,it
is a nice featureof state dependencymodels that such separation is possible, providedthat the dependency is captured
through observable variablesor states (for detailed discussions, see Lillard 1993, p. 200; Montgomery 1992, p. 102;
Petersen 1995, section 6).11In case of correlatedunobserved
heterogeneityacross rl, r2, and r3, such separateestimation
is no longer possible, however. Corrections for (possibly
correlated) unobservedheterogeneity are left as an important area for furtherresearch.12
EMPIRICALSTUDY
We now turn to an empirical applicationof the proposed
modeling approachand test HI-H5 on data collected on the
trial and confirmationstages of digital telephonyacross 162
countries.
Duration Data
Data on the relevant durations were collected from the
InternationalTelecommunicationsUnion, a United Nations
agency. The startingpoint for the time until trial is 1979 for
every country, and for those 12 countries that had not yet
startedthe adoptionprocess the common censoringdate was
1993. For the time until full substitutionafter partial trial,
both the startingdate and the potentialcensoringdate varied
across countries.The formervariabilityis caused by differences in the trial time (as discussed previously),whereas the
variabilityin the censoringdates is due to the specific characteristicsof the data set. In Egypt, for example, 40% of the
telephone network was serviced throughdigital switches in
1992, but no percentagewas availablefor 1993. As such, the
end of the observation period for Egypt was taken to be
1992. For Iceland, in contrast,the percentagesubstitutedin
I'Note that this separabilitystill holds in the case of uncorrelatedunobserved heterogeneityterms.
12Wedid not implement these corrections in the currentapplicationfor
two reasons: (1) the choice between specifications with and without correction for unobserved heterogeneity involves a trade-off between completeness and simplicity. Given the limited numberof (completed) observations in our sample, we did not want to overparameterizethe model. (2)
Previous experiences with taking unobserved heterogeneity into account
(even in single-equation models) have been mixed, especially in smaller
samples (see, e.g., Hoem 1989; Trussell and Richards 1985).
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1993 (66%) was available, so 1993 was taken to be the censoring point for thatcountry.Therefore,we take a conservative approach:For those countriesfor which a 100%substitution rate is not reported, we censor at the last year for
which reliable data are available. In doing so, we take all
useful informationinto account, because the survival function for those countriesreveals that in the time span we observe (which may vary from countryto country)no full substitutionwas reached.The relative frequencyof the different
scenariosdescribedin the modeling section is given in Table
2, where we also give the relative frequencies of censored
and completed observationswhen estimating the three transition rates separately.
Operationalizationof the Variables
Following Antonelli (1993) and Helsen, Jedidi, and
DeSarbo (1993), among others, we use gross nationalproduct (GNP) per capita (expressed in tens of thousandsof dollars) to measure a country's wealth, and we use the number
of ethnic groups in the countryas a measureof its social system's heterogeneity (for a similar operationalization,see
Dekimpe, Parker,and Sarvary 1998, 2000). The size of the
installed base of the old technology (in millions of lines) is
measureddifferentlyin the respectivetransitionrates. For r,
and r2, the size of the telephone network at the end of the
preceding period is used. For example, the transitionrate in
Period I (i.e., adoptionin 1979) is modeled as a function of
the numberof telephone lines in 1978, in Period2 as a function of the number of lines in 1979, and so forth. For the

confirmationstage (r3),however,the numberof lines not yet
serviced throughdigital switches is computed in every period. In doing so, we account for the remaining installed
base of the old network technology gradually becoming
smaller as the confirmationstage progresses.The installed
base varied greatly across countries and showed a highly
skewed distribution.To reduce the skew in the data and to
avoid having a small numberof extreme observationsdriving ourempiricalfindings (Hamilton 1992), we took the natural log of the installed base as an explanatoryvariable(for
a similar practice, see Dekimpe et al. 1997).13Finally, the
time of trial(the extracovariatein r3to test H4b)is measured
relative to 1979, the year the technology became available.
Data on these explanatoryvariables were collected from
EuromonitorLtd. and the WorldFactbook (CentralIntelligence Agency 1993). One of them, the size of the existing
telephone network, is time varying.All other covariates are
treatedas time-invariant;thatis, we assume thatthey did not
vary in a systematic fashion over the considered time span.
Relevant summary statistics are presented in Table 3, and
traditionalcollinearity tests revealed no serious problems
between the time-invariantcovariates. Ideally, a multi-item
scale should be developed for each of the constructs discussed in the theory section. However, as applied interna-

13Similarsubstantive findings (sign and significance) were obtained
when we used other skewness-reducingtransformations(e.g., the square
root) or when working with the untransformedobservations.

Table2
IN DIFFERENT
NUMBEROF OBSERVATIONS
SCENARIOS
A: Confirmation= 100%Substitution
Joint Estimation
Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C
Scenario D
Total

Separate Estimationof the DifferentTransitionRates
12
17
123
10
162

r1

r2
r3

Completed: 133
Censored:29

Completed: 17
Censored: 145

Completed: 10
Censored: 123

162

162

133

B: Confirmation= 90% Substitution
Joint Estimation
Scenario A
Scenario B
Scenario C
Scenario D
Total

Separate Estimationof the DifferentTransitionRates
12
23
109
18
162

rl

r2

r3

Completed: 127
Censored:35

Completed:23
Censored: 139

Completed: 18
Censored: 109

162

162

127

Table3
SUMMARY
STATISTICS

Covariate(N = 162)
GNP per capita (tens of thousandsof dollars)
Numberof ethnic groups
Numberof analogue lines in 1978 (millions)a
Yearof implementationh
Scenarios B, C, D (N = 150)
Scenarios C, D (N = 133)

Mean
.438
5. 1
1.807
1988.2
1987.9

Standard
Deviation
.655
2.6
8.726
3.026
3.049

Minimum
.007
1
.0003
1980
1980

Maximum
3.030
15
99.449
1993
1993

aSummarystatistics are given for the year precedingthe year of introduction.In the hazardspecification, the covariateis included as time varying.
hSummarystatistics are based on countriesthat have completed the implementationstage.
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tional researchersare well aware, it is difficult to find globally representativeproxies for more than 160 countries.
There are several options for operationalizingthe timevarying construct "cumulative international experience."
We implement three operationalizations.First, as Helsen
and Schmittlein (1993) argue, we can operationalizeit with
the passage of time. In this context, the positive effect of experience on the process is reflected in an increasing base
transitionrate. For r3, the baseline hazardcapturesthe additional experience since arrivalinto State [1,0]. However, the
extent of internationalexperience upon arrivalin State [1,0]
will be largerfor laggardsthanfor early adopters,and therefore in H4b we hypothesized an additionalpositive impact
on r3of the year of trial,which implies thatcountriesthattry
the innovation later will reach full confirmationsooner. A
second operationalizationof the internationalexperience effect uses the total number of countries that have already
tried the technological innovation.This operationalizationis
in line with the interfirm diffusion literature (see, e.g.,
Ganesh and Kumar 1996) and measures each country's
adoption as a dichotomous variable (i.e., has or has not
adopted;but this variabledoes not yet take into account the
extent of the adoption). Third, the total numberof innovations (e.g., digital switches) adoptedin the world could also
be used. This approachis consistent with the learningmeasures proposed by Mahajanand Muller (1994) and Putsis et
al. (1997), among others. In this case, the influence of the
differentcountries is not uniformbut weighted by their own
accumulatedexperience.14
Analysis
Parameterestimates for the respective transitionrates are
given in Table 4, where we operationalizethe international
experience effect through the (Weibull) baseline specification (see Helsen and Schmittlein 1993). The slope coefficient of the Weibull baseline (yj) is positive and significant
in each of the three transitionrates, thereby in support of
H4a. The upwardpatternin r3supportsthe notion thatthe experience (own + others') gained after arrivingin State [1,0]
positively affects the subsequentsubstitutionrate. However,
14Thethree measures(which are all time varying)are correlatedto some
extent, so we cannot include them simultaneouslyin the model. Therefore,
when using the second (numberof countriesadopted)and third(numberof
lines already replaced) operationalizations,we use the exponential model
as baseline specification.

in H4b, we also postulated that the time of entry in State
[1,0] affects this transitionrate,as laterentrantsbenefit from
more accumulated prior experience. This hypothesis was
also supportedby the data, as is evidenced by the positive
and significant coefficient of the time-of-trial variable,
thereby confirming previous research findings by Takada
and Jain (1991) and Ganesh and Kumar(1996).
We now turnto the other factors, which stand to characterize cross-sectionally the three transitionrates. Hia states
that all three transitionrates should be faster for wealthier
countries. This hypothesis is supported,which implies that
richercountriescomplete the confirmationas well as the implementation stage faster. A likelihood ratio test on the
equality of its impact on the three transitionrates could not
be rejected,however (LR = 1.914 < X2.90,2df);that is, Hib is
not supported.
H2aargues that the ethnic heterogeneityof a countryhas
a negative impact on all three transitionrates. This hypothesis was only partially supported.Although ethnic heterogeneity had a negative impact on transitionrates r2 and r3,
which confirms the conjectureby Gatignon and Robertson
(1985), it did not affect r, (therebysupportingthe differential effects hypothesis,H2b).This verifies our conjecturethat
social consensus is not as crucial for the trial phase of the
diffusion process as for the confirmationphase.
Similarto ethnic heterogeneity,the impactof the old technology's installed base had a strong negative impact on r2
and r3 (partiallysupportingH3a)but no impact on r, (supporting H3b).Consistent with Antonelli's (1993) conjecture,
the largerthe installed base, the higher the cost associated
with the full replacementof the old technology and, as a result, the longer the confirmationstage. The result also illustratesthe phenomenonof technologicalinertiaunderlinedin
the literature:Even if the innovation is available in the social system, social system membersare reluctantto switch
to the new technology. The partialintroductionof the new
technology does not depend on the size of the installed
base.15
15Thisagain might suggest that the central decision makers act somewhat independentlyfrom the social system (which nicely illustrates the
conceptual difference between the two stages of the diffusion process). In
the case of technologicalinnovations,inertiacould preventthe introduction
of innovations.Throughregulation,a centraldecision makercan promote
the introductionof the new technology in spite of the social system members' reluctance.

Table4
PARAMETER
ESTIMATES:
WEIBULL
BASELINE
TransitionRate I:
State [0,0] -* I[,0]

Y)o

71
GNP per capita
Ethnic heterogeneity
Installedbase of old technology
Time of trial
Log-likelihood (separateestimation)

-6.93a
2.33h
.26h
-.00
.19
-383.98

TransitionRate 2:
State [0,0] --4[/,]
-19.24a
6.19h
1.07c
-.29h
-.47b

-61.41

TransitionRate 3:
State [1,0] - [1,11]
-15.99a
3.28b
.83c
-.47b
-.64b
.79h
-35.06

aSignificantat p < .05, two-sided test.
bsignificantat p < .05, one-sided test.
cSignificantat p < . , one-sided tests.
Notes: Log-likelihood (joint estimation) = -480.45 [consistentAkaike informationcriterion= 1042.40; Bayesian informationcriterion=
1042.30].
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RobustnessTests

these datadid not reveal a negative price evolution, however

Sensitivityto the operationalizationof internationalexperience. In Table 4, we operationalizedthe internationalexperience effect throughan increasingbaseline hazardin the
respective transitionrates.As a validationcheck, we implemented the two other operationalizationsdiscussed previously: the number of countries that have adopted the new
technology and the numberof lines thathave been switched
to the new technology.16As illustratedin Table 5, in every
instance supportfor H4awas still found, as was reflected in
the significant, positive coefficients of the experience effect
in each of the transitionrates. Moreover,the other substantive insights were again comparableto the ones reportedin
Table4 (detailedresultsare availablefrom the authorson request).17When we incorporatedas separatecovariates into
r3 the cumulative numberof foreign lines already switched
and the cumulativenumberof own lines alreadysubstituted,
we found the lattercoefficient to be positive and significant,
which thereby supportsH5.
Can decreasing prices explain the increasing baseline
hazard? An alternativehypothesis for the increasing baseline hazardin Table 4 could be a decreasing price trendfor
the digital switches, as is often the case for technological innovations. We did not have price data over time for the different countries in our data set but collected monthly (inflation-adjusted)U.S. price data for the period from January
1986 to December 1993. A deterministictrendregressionon

[itrend = +.03; ttrend= 3.26].

16Asindicatedpreviously,to avoid multicollinearityproblemsamong the
different time-varyingcovariates, we incorporatedthese other measuresof
internationalexperience in a model with an exponential baseline hazard.
Similarly, both new operationalizationswere implementedone at a time.
17Theonly difference was that GNP per capita was no longer significant
in rt (both new operationalizations)and r2 (when working with the number
of lines switched), even though the signs remainedpositive.

Relaxation of the full-substitution requirement.Thus far,
we defined confirmationas a 100%substitutionrate, which
clearly is a fairly stringent criterion. The time needed to
reach90% substitutioncould also be considered,which corresponds to the takeover time in Fisher and Pry's (1971)
specification. This less stringentdefinition of confirmation
caused more observationsto fall underScenarios B and D,
as describedin Panel B of Table 2, and thereforemore completed observationsin the estimation of the respective transition rates.Overall, the same substantiveconclusions were
obtained(see Table6): (1) richercountriesare more innovative, (2) heterogeneityin the social system delays confirmation, (3) the size of the installedbase affects the speed of obtaining full confirmation but not the time of trial, (4)
cumulative internationalexperience matters for all three
transitionrates,and (5) lateradoptersreach full substitution
earlier. The only difference observed was in rate r3, for
which the GNP-per-capitavariable, though still positive,
was no longer significant.
SUMMARYAND EXTENSIONS
Diffusion processes result in the acceptance or penetration of a new idea, behavior, or physical innovation over
time by a given social system. In a global context, when the
social system is the community of nations, we theorize that
diffusion across countriestakes place in two distinct,though
related, phases: the implementationor trial stage and the
confirmation stage. In this article, we propose a coupledhazardapproachto model this process and test researchhypotheses generatedfrom the extant literature.Our objective
was to understandthe diffusion dynamics of a special product category,technological innovations,which requiresthat
diffusion theoryand the resultingmodels be adaptedto take

Table5
OTHEROPERATIONALIZATIONS
OF THEEXPERIENCE
EFFECT
TransitionRate 1:
State [0,01 --[ 1,0]

TransitionRate 2:
State [0,0] -9 [1,1]

TransitionRate 3:
State [1,0] -- [1, 1]

.022

.038

.033

.009

.016

.012

Cumulative numberof countries
that tried at t - 1
Cumulative numberof lines switched
at t - I to the new technology (millions)

Notes: All figures are significant at p < .05, one-sided test. Log-likelihood = -496.43 (operationalizationI), -511.20 (operationalization2).

Table 6
PARAMETER
ESTIMATES:
90% SUBSTITUTION
TransitionRate I
Yo
Weibull
Y,'
GNP per capita
Ethnic heterogeneity
Installedbase of old technology
Time of trial

-6.79a

aSignificantat p < .05, two-sided test.
bSignificantat p < .05, one-sided test.
cSignificantat p < .1, one-sided test.
Notes: Log-likelihood (joint estimation):Weibull = -522.20.

2.25b
.23c
.00
.21

TransitionRate 2
-17.7 la
5.82h
1.00b
-.25h
-.36h

TransitionRate 3
-11.93a
2.80h
.35
-.11
-.34b
.49h
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into account the effects of networkexternalities,such as the
potentialfor a non-S-shapeddiffusion patternin some countries (e.g., due to immediate full substitution)and the considerable impact of the old technology's installed base.
Our empirical results provide interesting theoretical insights and have importantmanagerialimplications.We find
strong internationalcontagion effects: The more countries
that have adopted or the longer the internationalexperience
with an innovation, the higher the chances that other countries will also implement the innovation.For the empirical
case studied (digital telephony), we also find that innovative
countries are wealthier (consistent with Gatignon and
Robertson's [1985] observation at the individual level for
consumer goods). We also find thatcountrieswith homogeneous social systems reach full confirmationfaster (as hypothesized by Gatignon and Robertson 1985) and that laggard countries have faster within-countrydiffusion rates
(consistent with Takada and Jain 1991). For the rates describing transitionsto full substitution(i.e., r2 and r3), our
data provide strong evidence for a negative installed-base
effect.
Our empirical findings are based on the observed diffusion process of one high-technologyindustrialproduct.Still,
our modeling approachis general,and with minormodifications it is applicable to the global diffusion of all productinnovations. For example, the globalization process may be
the result of what Rogers (1983) calls a "centralized"
process, whereby the firm (i.e., the change agent) systematically determineswhere the innovationshould be sold next.
In other cases, as in this particularapplication,diffusion is
of a "decentralized"natureif the manufacturersthemselves
do not determine when sales will begin in a specific country, but instead individual governments determine (even
though the firms may try to influence that decision) the
point from which the innovation is either implementedor
fully confirmed. This decentralizednatureof the diffusion
process is reflected in our choice of covariates, in that they
describe characteristicsof the countriesratherthan those of
technology providers such as Alcatel, AT&T, Ericsson, or
Siemens.18Furtherresearchthatconsiderscentralizeddiffusion processes, using the modeling approachpresented,may
find supportfor some of the hypotheses presentedand may
thereforelead to greaterinsights into globalizationpatterns.
On a more technical level, several extensions to the proposed coupled approachcould be envisioned. First,we modeled the interdependencebetween the implementationand
confirmationprocesses by means of a state dependency(Petersen 1995); that is, the relevantrate of change in the confirmationprocess (r2 versus r3)was a functionof the state of
the implementationprocess (0 or I). In addition, we modeled the rate of full substitutionafter partialtrial (i.e., r3) as
an explicit function of the time of trial, which reflects what
Flinn and Heckman (1982) call a lagged-durationdependence. As indicated previously, we could also model the interdependencebetween both processes as ratedependencies,
that is, model the confirmationrate as a function of the implementationrate (and/or vice versa).This would result in a
181tshould be noted that decentralizedprocesses are likely to exist for a
wide variety of productcategories, such as medical products,telecommunications services, energy supply systems, electronic products that must
meet local type approval, cosmetics, or any other packaged consumer
goods that requiregovernmentapprovalor face nontariffbarriers.

simultaneousor recursivesystem of hazardrates,as was recently explored by Lillard (1993). A thirdway of modeling
the interdependencebetween the relevant durationswould
be to combine the respective univariatedistributionsinto a
correlatedmultivariatedistribution,as Chintaguntaand Haldar (1998) illustratefor the bivariatecase. More researchon
the relativeadvantagesof the differentapproacheswould be
useful but is beyond the scope of this research.
Second, our frameworkallowed for interdependenceonly
through the observed covariates. No correction for unobserved heterogeneity, possibly correlated across the three
transitionrates,was made. A useful extension may be to add
such a correctionto the proposedmodel.
Third, we did not allow for a reversal of the diffusion
process. Although this phenomenon did not occur for the
technology at hand, it might well occur for other innovations. The coupled approachgiven in Figure 3 could still be
used in those instances (for a more elaborate discussion,
see, e.g., Petersen 1995; Tuma and Hannan 1984), even
though Figure 3 would no longer reduce to the simpler Figure 2 and more complex likelihood expressions would need
to be optimized.
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